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Ant colony optimization python code

Resolve TSP using Ant Colony Optimization in Python 3 Requirements Use Run python main.py to see the results. A Python implementation of the Ant Colony Optimization algorithm for generating solutions to such tasks as the Traveling Salesman Problem Example Use problem = some_distance_matrix optimizer = AntColonyOptimizer(ants = 10,
evaporation_rate=.1, intensification = 2, alpha=1, beta = 1, beta_evaporation_rate = 0, choose_best=.1) best = optimizer.fit(issue, 100) optimizer.plot() Sample Plot Now 20x faster than my first attempt! Step by step. (image source: Writer, Somewhere in East Taiwan.) set ant colony optimization (ACO) in the classic travel salesman problem (TSP) application
using Python. (ACO_TSP problem)understand the ACO_TSP a principle by illustrations on the Pythona connection knowledge to the Max-Min Ant System (MMAS) optimization session[1]. TSP problem has been a classic problem since 1832 [from wiki]. It aims to figure out the shortest path during a salesman visiting cities under illustration. Nowadays, cities
can be referred to as the Printed Circuit Board (PCB) boreholes in the modem industry application for the shortest manufacturing time. ACO method is proposed by Dr. Marco Dorigo in his dissertation 1992. The reference is shown in [2]. ACO_TSP problem illustration. Each red mark represents a city(left); the total travel path length (right)The sample code is
below with the SKO package[3] consisting of other optimization algorithms and sample codes. In this code, there are 3 ants (line20-size_pop) to perform the shortest travel path among 12 cities (line8-1 num_points. Function cal_total_distance refers to road-length calculation. In other words, this is the target function in your application. Line19~21 is the main
ACO process route to find out the best travel path sequence in the data format of a Python's list. For explanation, line23~31 is the user interface expression. ACO_TSP Python code. Source: refers heavily to the SKO package's sample file. The insight of the SKO package: We will add ino SKO'ACA_TSP personalized work to fuse the algorithms with Python
steps through steps. There are two key factors, pheromone τ, and visibility η in the ACO algorithm. The pheromone τ to the remaining information on each road while ants pass through. The visibility η indicates the mutual distance between nodes. Possibility P consists of τ and visibility η for the product and its summary. Given the shortest travelway, the high
remaining pheromone has τ and the also high η Which makes possibility P stronger. Hence, Line38 ~39 calculates the possibility P. Later, the Line40 selects the shortest travelway sequence through possibility P. Finally, the line51 ~58 works the τ with disappearing factor ρ. The parameter Q is the total pheromone in the constant value. Return to Line37, the
new travelway sequence is provided for the next calculation ACO_TSP algorithm. (source: Author, and SKO's ACA_TSP function under illustration indicate the travel path sequence iteration result. In the left part, the range number of red marks is linked; in the right part, the total (overall) travelway length dropped from 3.84 to 3.35. However, the new sequence
(iteration #6) performs the high mileage in the 4.29. While the iteration process is complete, the iteration #5 sequence is reported as the best one. ACO_TSP algorithm result. (source: Author) Conclusion: In this article we introduce the Ant Colony Optimization method in solving the Salesman Travel Problem using Python and SKO package. Algorithms and
software codes explain parallel to understanding its theory intact. The result is shown with the iteration process of proving his ideas. Reference:[1]: [optimization][MMAS] Max-Min Ant System to find the minimum value of a polynomy equation[2] M. Dorigo, V. Maniezzo, and A. Colorni, Ant system: optimization by a colony of collaboration agents, IEEE
Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, Part B (Cybernetics), vol. 26, no. 1. Doi: 10.1109/3477.484436. pp. 29–41, 1996. [3] Genetic Algorithm, Particle Cluster Optimization, Simulated Annealing, Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm, Immune Algorithm, Artificial Fish Cluster Algorithm, Differential Evolution and TSP (Travel Salesman) 遗传、粒⼦群、
模拟退⽕、蚁群算法等 Introduction to Ant Colony Optimization The algorithmic world is beautiful with multifarious strategies and tools that are developed around the clock to deliver the need for a high-performance computer. In fact, when algorithms are inspired by natural laws, interesting results are observed. Evolutionary algorithms belong to such a class
of algorithms. These algorithms are designed to mimic certain behaviors, as well as evolutionary characteristics of the human genome. In addition, such algorithmic design is not only limited to humans, but can also be inspired by the natural behavior of certain animals. The basic purpose of producing such methodologies is to provide realistic, relevant and
yet some low-cost solutions to problems that are insoluble through conventional means. Different optimization techniques have therefore evolved based on such evolutionary algorithms, thereby opening up the domain of methaleuristics. Metaheuristic is derived from two Greek words, namely Meta which means one level above and heurid meaning to find.
Algorithms such as the Particle Cluster Optimization (PSO) and Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) are examples of swarm intelligence and metaheuristics. The purpose of swarm intelligence is to design intelligent multi-agent systems by taking inspiration from the collective behavior of social insects such as ants, termites, bees, wasps and other animal societies
such as herds of birds or schools of fish. Background: Ant Colony Optimization technique is purely inspired from the foraging behavior of ant colonies, the then introduced by Marco Dorigo in the 1990s. Ants are eusocial insects that prefer community transfer and sustainability as individual species. They communicate with each other using sound, touch and
pheromone. Pheromones are organic chemical compounds secreted by the ants that cause a social reaction in members of the same species. These are chemicals that are able to behave like hormones outside the body of the secretive individual, to have an impact on the behavior of the receiving individuals. Since most ants live on the ground, they use the
soil surface to leave pheromone routes that can be followed (smelled) by other ants. Ants live in community nests and the underlying principle of ACO is to emanate the movement of the ants from their nests to seek food in the shortest possible path. Initially, ants begin to move randomly in search of food around their nests. This random search opens several
routes from the nest to the food source. Now, based on the quality and quantity of the food, ants carry back a portion of the food with the necessary pheromone concentration on its return path. Depending on these pheromone trials, the likelihood of choosing a specific path through the following ants would be a leading factor for the food source. Obviously,
this probability is based on the concentration as well as the rate of evaporation of pheromones. It can also be observed that since the evaporation rate of pheromone is also a deciding factor, the length of each pathway can be easily accounted for. In the above figure, for simplicity, only two possible pathways between the food source and the distant nest
were considered. The stages can be analysed as follows: Phase 1: All ants are in their nest. There is no pheromone content nearby. (For algorithmic design, remaining pheromone amount can be considered without interfering with the probability) Phase 2: Ants begin their search with equal (0.5 each) probability along each path. Obviously, the curved
pathway is the longer and thus the time taken by ants to reach food source is greater than the others. Phase 3: The ants through the shorter road reach food source earlier. Now, clearly they face off with a similar selection dilemma, but this time due to pheromone route along the shorter path already available, likelihood of selection is higher. Phase 4: More
ants return via the shorter path and subsequently the pheromone concentrations also increase. Moreover, due to evaporation, the pheromone concentration in the longer path reduces, decreasing the likelihood of selection of this pathway in further stages. Therefore, the entire colony gradually uses the shorter path in higher probabilities. So, road optimization
is achieved. Algorithmic design: Regarding the above behavior of the ants, an algorithmic design can now be developed. For simplicity, a single food source and single colony were considered with just two pathways of possible trame. The whole scenario can is provided by weighted graphs where the ant colony and the food source act as vertical (or nodes);
the roads serve as the sides and the values are the weights associated with the edges. Leave the graph G = (V, E) where V, E are the sides and the vertices of the chart. The vertical according to our consideration are Vs (Source Vertex - ant colony) and Vd (Destination Vertex - Food Source), The two sides are E1 and E2 with lengths L1 and L2 assigned to
each. It can now be assumed that the associated pheromone values (indicative of their power) are R1 and R2 for vertical E1 and E2 respectively. Therefore, the start probability of selection of road (between E1 and E2) can be expressed as follows: Apparently, if R1&gt;R2, the likelihood of selecting E1 is higher and vice verate. Now, while returning by this
shortest path says Ei, the pheromone value is updated for the corresponding path. The inguation is done based on the length of the roads as well as the evaporation rate of pheromones. Thus, the update can be realized as follows: In accordance with road length - In the above upsizing, i = 1, 2 and 'K' serve as a parameter of the model. In addition, the
update depends on the length of the path. Shorter the way, higher the pheromone added. In accordance with evaporation rate of pheromone - The parameter 'v' belongs to interval (0, 1] which regulates the pheromone evaporation. Moreover, i = 1, 2. At each iteration, all ants are placed at source vertex Vs (ant colony). After that, ants move from Vs to Vd
(food source) to step 1. Next, all ants perform their return journey and strengthen their chosen path based on step 2. Pseudocode: Procedure AntColonyOptimization: Initialize the necessary parameters and pheromone trials; though it does not do termination: Generates the population; Calculate fitness values associated with each ant; Find the best solution
by selection methods; Update pheromone trial; ending while end procedure The pheromone update and the fitness calculations in the above pseudocode can be found by the step-wise implementations mentioned above. Thus, the introduction of the ACO optimization technique is established. The application of the ACO can be extended to various problems
such as the famous TSP (Travel Salesman Problem). References: welling/teaching/271fall09/antcolonyopt.pdf welling/teaching/271fall09/antcolonyopt.pdf
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